
The padel court with the X-factor
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If Casali Sport is today an international brand in the �eld of sports �oorings in 
over 100 countries, it is thanks to 30 years of research, unfailing commitment, 
experience, the constant search for quality and performance and thousands 
of courts laid for many di�erent sports, at any latitude and on any type of 
terrain. But above all, Casali owes this incredible achievement to the great 
technical satisfaction that each and every court has given athletes, amateurs 
and competitors alike.

It is with the same unfailing commitment that Casali Sport today launches 
XPadel, a sports �ooring dedicated to Padel, the exciting variation of tennis 
that has become incredibly popular all over the world.

Xpadel comes from the work of Casali’s Sport Development Team, who 
has combined the speci�c formulation of the materials to a dedicated 
layer design, which optimizes the mechanical and biomechanical 
properties of the court, ensuring outstanding playing performance at 
the highest levels while protecting hip and knee joints, that are subject 
to a very high level of stress in a fast-paced game such as Padel played 
on a small court that requires players to be very �t.

This is the real "X" factor that makes XPadel an innovative, unique court: 
excellent mechanical bounce, which improves performance, high shock 
absorption thanks to a special rubber layer that makes it possible to 
exercise joints correctly, in this way improving playing comfort, even 
during long games.

XPadel is all this and much more.
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INDOOR / OUTDOOR
HIGH-LEVEL TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE
HOMOGENEOUS SURFACE
UNIFORM PERFORMANCE
HIGH SHOCK ABSORPTION
PLAYING COMFORT
EXCELLENT SLIDE
RESISTANT, DURABLE AND REGENERABLE
LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS
HIGH VARIETY OF BRIGHT AND DURABLE COLORS
CUSTOMIZED COLORS



Polylinea

EPDM Granules

XPadel RB 200

XPadel RB 100

XPadel MAT

Paste EP11

Bituminous or concrete 
substrate with vapor barrier

RB AC

Another remarkable property of XPadel is its excellent slide, 
which is a fundamental aspect of this game, and that may be 
adjusted by changing the grip of the surface layer of the court 
on XPadel AC

Given the high technical-performance of these Casali Sport 
courts and the absence of loose silica sand, even Padel balls are 
less subject to wear and tear and last longer, giving an additio-
nal advantage to players .

Casali’s XPadel systems are an innovative and particularly 
adaptive solution with respect to the traditional courts 
currently used such as arti�cial grass saturated with silica sand.

The XPadel RB and XPadel AC versions, developed by Casali 
Sport's research team, with a total thickness of 8 mm, are 
indeed developed to meet the need of sports clubs for custo-
mized courts, that guarantee the performance of a competi-
tion court or those of a comfortable sports court, suitable for 
all types of players. 

Moreover, unlike current Padel courts, that are typically non-e-
lastic, thanks to its functional elastic layer (shock-absorbing 
mat), XPadel reduces the risk of joint trauma in players, a 
property that was con�rmed by the tests carried out with an 
Arti�cial Athlete. 
The test results show that XPadel compared with a 12mm 
mono�lament arti�cial turf of 54.600 PT/sq.m. �lled with silica 
sand, has a 30 to 60% better shock absorption capability (KA) 
and approximately 40% higher vertical deformation (VD).
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The excellent sports performance that XPadel o�ers, its elastic 
properties that protect hip and knee joints and perfect slide, 
bright long-lasting colours and absence of loose silica sand 
which so often irritates eyes, are just some of the characteristi-
cs that place XPadel well above currently known standards.
The aspect that helps to better understand why an XPadel 
court is the right choice is the guarantee o�ered by the Casali 

Sport brand; we are indeed one of the few manufacturers in 
the world (and the only manufacturer in Italy) that produces all 
types of high quality synthetic resin sports �oors, characteri-
zed by a long life, extreme resistance to wear and atmospheric 
agents, zero maintenance costs, and incredibly easy cost-ef-
fective regeneration of the court when this is necessary. All 
these characteristics are part of XPadel’s DNA.

An XPadel court gives new emotions but also ensures greater 
safety to players. 
It is the perfect choice for every Club, Academy or Sports 
Centre who are looking for a di�erentiated and innovative 
surface.

In the following image we compare the performance of XPadel 
with that of an arti�cial grass court, so as to provide food for 
thought and more detailed analysis.
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LIGHT BLUE

BLUE

6005

Standard Colors

XPadel's customization is related not only 
to the performance of the court but also 
to the aesthetic �nishing thanks to a high 
variety of colors in addition to the 
standard ones (blue, red, green).
Selecting the colors must consider the 
need not to strain the eyes of the players, 
who engage in considerable physical 
e�ort and concentration due to the 
limited court size and speed of play.
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Examples of colour combinations



Casali Sport also o�ers its customers an 
innovative range of colors on request 
subject to the installation of at least 2 
XPadel �elds, for greater customization 
and di�erentiation of the sports club..
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Examples of colour combinations
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Since 1992 Casali has invested in the development of high-performance acrylic 
and polyurethane resin sports �ooring. 
With over 9000 installations all over the world including courts and athletics 
tracks, a range of solutions for each and every sport, systems certi�ed by the 
highest international Institutes and a production plant of over 20,000 square 
meters dedicated to materials for sports �ooring, Casali Sport is one of the best 
known brands in speci�c sports �oorings.

Casali Sport is a Casali brand. In more than one hundred Countries around the 
world, the Casali brand is synonymous of quality, professionalism and technical 
assistance in the building industry.
Founded in 1936 as a manufacturer of materials to protect buildings from 
water damage, Casali has always believed in research and innovation, and has 
in this way developed its unique and original experience, at the service of its 
customers through reliable products and systems and impeccable technical 
assistance, which has always been a much-appreciated strong point in an 
industry where there is absolutely no place for improvisation.
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